The Official Opinion of

Justices Bond, Finke, Hasan, Kern, Romano

In the matter of The Loyola University Chicago Posting Policy Resolution

This represents the official Judicial Board opinion in the matter of The Loyola University Chicago Posting Policy Resolution.

The members of the Judicial Board convened during its regularly scheduled meeting on Monday, February 11, 2013 at 7:00 PM to exercise its ability of constitutional review with regard to The Loyola University Chicago Posting Policy Resolution.

During our review of the legislation, the Judicial Board found no unconstitutional substance in the Resolution. It is thus the official opinion of the USGA that the current posting policies and system for promoting events on campus is inadequate. The USGA also advocates for ways to improve university posting policies and more help from the Loyola University Chicago administration to promote RSO events. The legislation is passed, upheld and considered law.

Respectfully submitted,

Louis Kern
Chief Justice